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INTRODUCTION 

One of the activities of the Technical Programme Committee (TPC) of 
the European Microwave Conference is, among other things, to select 
papers for presentation at the Conference and publication in the Conference 
Proceedings. 
To this end, each submitted Contribution is reviewed by a number of experts 
who give marks for various aspects from which the paper can be judged. 
Weighted averages of these marks are then used to rank the papers according 
to their relative merits. This can most conveniantly be done by computer. 

Such a computer program exists and originates from Dr. A.D. Olver of the 
Queen Mary College in London, U.K., who was Secretary of the TPC of the 
9th EuMC. 
It is written in FORTRAN for an lCL 1904 machine. 
For the most part the basic idea was maintained in the program described 
in this manual, but some parts had to be adapted to make the program run 
on a Burroughs B7700 computer with CANDE time-sharing. 
Several modifications were made to suit our purposes. 

FORMULATING TASKS 

Besides submitted papers, the most important information that becomes 
available to the TPC are the reviewers marks, because they are used to 
select papers for the Conference Proceedings, based on criteria like 
Technical merit, Originality, Presentation, etc. 

A computer program that handles these data at least must be able to read 
input data like: paper number. an indication for the topic the paper is 
dealing with and one or more sets of reviewer marks. 

The total information is gathered gradually: 
- after the deadline for receipt of submissions has been passed, one 

knows the total number of papers and the number of papers dealing with 
each topic. 

- after distributing the papers to the reviewers the marks come available 
spread in time over a certain periode. 
This means that in one way or another already gathered data should be 
stored. 

A possibility to check and eventually correct stored data should be 
included. 

Weighted averages of the reviewer s marks and the total weighted average 
of all reviewers ~arks have to be calculated. 

Build-in features like ranking of papers in order of marks are desirable. 

Finally different tables must be produced for the TPC containing all 
wanted information. 
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OVER-ALL FLOW-DIAGRAM 

An Over-all Flow-Diagram of the program described in this manual is shown in 
Figure 1. The name that has been given to the program-file is EMCRESULTS. 

The program starts with some preliminary activities like formulating specification 
statements and initializing some array elements by data-statements (lines 1000-
1780). 

Then a data-file is created from inside the main program and filled with dummy 
information. Once done, this part of the program can be left out (line 1800). 

This data-file (normally filled with valuable data) is read and the information 
is duplicated into an array PAPER (400, 18) (lines 1820-1870). 
During the development of the program this array was printed by using a print
statement between line 1860 and 1870 which is normally left out. 

A comment-statement indicates the tasks that are possible by specifying a 
Control Number. This number can be 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 (lines 1890-1930). 

Between lines 1950 and 2000 a program unit (label 15) has been inserted that 
selects the desired task by reading the typed Control Number and that jumps to 
the corresponding label (20,30,40,50,60,70,70). 
This unit is called the selecti.on unit. 

The following tasks are possible : 

CONTROL NUMBER = 0 : Sends the program to a unit(label 20, line 4120) that asks 
if the array PAPER, present at this moment in the workfile 
(modified or not-modified) should be 'stored in the background 
memory (data-file EMCDAT) or not. 
Updating will be done by reading a number I, no updating will 
take place if a 0 is typed. 
Then the program will be finjshed. 

CONTROL NUMBER = (to label 30, line 2020). 

CONTROL NUMBER = 2 

CONTROL NUMBER = 3 

Activates a program unit in which a paper number and a topic 
(subject) number are read into the program. 
This is repeated until a 0 is typed as an answer to the 
question: PAPER NO. : ? 
Then the program returns to the selection unit. 

If the paper number is larger than 400, a message is printed 
that informs the limit of array PAPER has been exceeded. 
By changing the index in PAPER(400,18) (line 1040) and the 
number 400 in lines 2060, 2260, 2550, 3270 and 4170, the 
program can handle larger or smaller amounts of submitted 
papers. 

(to label 40, line 2200) •. 
Starts printing of a summary that gives the total number of 
received papers to the present day and that specifies the 
number of papers per subject. 
After printing the table, automatical return to the selection 
unit has been provided. 

(to label 50, line 2480). 
Activates a program unit that reads PAPER NO., the marks of 
one reviewer and his comment to that paper. 
A set of 3 marks (scale 1 to 10) for Originality, Technical Merit 
and Clarity of Presentation should be typed, followed by the 
reviewer number if the reviewer has a comment to that paper 
or a 0 if there is no comment. 
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OVER-ALL FLOW-DIAGRAM Fig. I 

~----~------~1020 

L-~~~~~~~1050 

r--------L---------~1060 
~~~~~~~~1780 

1820 
Read DATA-file 
and duplicate 
into array 
PAPER( •• , •• ) 1870 

1890 
COMMENT statement 

1930 

1950 

Summary Input: 

2480 

of Paper No. received 
papers Marks, 

Comments 

1800 

SET-UP DATA-file 
Once this has been done, 

ine 1800 should be removed 

1862 

2880 

Check on Output: 
Data Prints 

short or 
long 
version 

3180 

2180 2460 2860 3160 4100 

r-----r-----L.---------~4 I 20 

UPDATING DATA-file 

YES I NO 
L-______ --.-_________ .....I4240 

4260 
4270 

.--------------, 4290 

Subroutine DATE 

L...-______ .....J 4380 



.. 
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This sequence is repeated until a 0 is typed as soon as 
PAPER NO. :? appears. Then the program returns to the 
selection unit after printing the averages of the reviewers 
marks. (Note: The averages of the corresponding marks of 
all papers that have been typed during the current cycle of 
Control Number=3 are printed. No essential conclusions should 
be drawn from these values.). 
A message is printed if a mark larger than 10 has been used 
and the sequence starts again with PAPER NO.:? • 

Four sets of reviewers marks + comment can be stored inter
nally. When typing for the fifth time the same paper number 
and a set of marks + comment t the program gives a message 
that the 4th set of marks is overruled by the 5th set (and 
next ones). 

If a paper number larger than 400 is typed, the program also 
returns to the selection unit. 

(to label 60, line 2880). 
Activates a program unit "CHECK ON DATA" with which the data 
of a paper can be checked by putting in the number of that 
paper. 
No corrections can be made in this unit. 

Typing a 0 breaks the sequence and the program returns to 
the selection unit. 

If one wants to check a number of successive papers the 
question Paper No.:? should be answered with the number -1 
and then' a lower and upper boundary should be given of those 
papers that have to be printed (e.g. 10,25 prints the data 
of Paper 10 until 25). After printing this list the program 
now returns to the selection unit. 

CONTROL NUMBER 5 or 6 : (to label 70, line 3180). 
Activates the program unit "ANALYSIS OF RESULTS" that cal
culates Total weighted averages of the reviewers marks and 
prints those values in order of decreasing average for a 
specified subject. The weight factors are 1.5, 2.5 and 1.0 
for the 3 aspects mentioned under CN;:::,3. 

There are two versions of the computer prints: a brief one 
(CN = 5) and a large one (CN ;::: 6). 

CONTROL NUMBER = 5, gives a shortened version of the output 
and prints: Paper number, Total weighted average of all 
reviewers marks (in %) and the weighted average of each 
set of reviewers marks (in %) followed by an indication 
if there has been given a reviewer's comment. 
CONTROL NUMBER;::: 6, gives a print on a 132 character line 
that contains (for a specified subject) : Paper number, 
Total weighted average of all reviewers marks (in %) and 
for each reviewer his weighted average mark (in %) and the 
marks given for Originality,TechnicalMerit and Presentation. 
Also a note is printed that indicates if there is a reviewer's' 
comment or not. A reviewer's comment is indicated by the 
reviewer's number; no-comment by a 0. 
The total data is checked for papers of the same subject and 
the printing is done in order of decreasing Total weighted 
average of all reviewers marks. 
If a paper is not reviewed, a message is printed : NO MARKS 
AVAILABLE WITH PAPER: ••• , and the paper number is given. 

After printing the data of one subject, the program returns 
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to the beginning of the program unit, so a new subject number 
can be typed. 
If a 0 is given, the program jumps to the selection unit. 

The program unit starting with label 20 (line 4120) presents the possibility to 
update the data-file or not, depending of a number that has to be typed : 
YES = I, NO = 0 (no updating). 

Line 4260 'and 4270 are the final statements of the main program. 

Lines 4290-4380 contain the subroutine DATE that supplies the current date into 
the program unit labelled 40 (SUMMARY OF RECEIVED PAPERS). 

CONFERENCE TOPICS. 

The Technical Programme Committee has selected the following topics as being 
especially appropriate for the 11th European Microwave Conference. 

I. Communication Systems including Terrestrial & Satellite Communication and 
Broadcast. 

2. Microwave Techniques in Radar, Remote Sensing and Radio Astronomy. 

3. Biol~gical, Medical and Industrial Applications of Microwaves. 

4. Antennas and Arrays. 

5. Microwave Radio Propagation. 

6. Passive Components and Circuits including non reciprocal Circuits and C.A.D. 

7. Active Devices and Circuits including GaAs Monolithic Circuits and C.A.D. 

8. Mixers and Low-Noise Reception. 

9. New Materials for Active and Passive Components. 

10. Millimeter Wave Components and Circuits. 

11. Subnanosecond Digital Techniques. 

12. Microwave Measurements. 

Some of these have further been subdivided as follows 

4.; 1 Antennas 
4.2 
4.3 

, , 
, , 

Reflector Antenna Systems. 
MIC and Array Antennas. 
Radiators and Radiation Theory. 

6. 1 
6.2 
6~3 
6.4 

Passive Components and Circuits .' Microwave Integrated Circuits. 

7. 1 
7.2 
7.3 

, , 
, , 
, , 

Active 
, , 
, , 

, , 
, , 
, , 

Devices 
, , 
, , 

, , , , 
, , , , 
, , , , 

and Circuits 
, , , , 
, , , , 

Waveguide, Coaxial 
Ferrite Components 
C.A.D. and Network 

Oscillators. 
Amplifiers. 

and Stripline 
and Circuits. 
Theory. 

Devices and Miscellaneous. 

10.1 
10.2 
10.3 

Millimeter Wave Techniques Fin-line Circuits. 
, , , , , , 
, , , , , , 

12. 1 Microwave Measurements 
12.2" " 
12.3 , , , , 

: Semiconductor Devices and Circuits. 
: Receivers, Waveguides and Theory. 

Reflectometers and Network Analyzers. 
Permittivity and Noise. 
Miscellaneous. 

Circuits. 
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LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM. 

SPECIFICATIONS and DATA STATEMENTS. 

1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
10S0. 
1060 
1010 
10S0 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 

-1140, 
1150 
1160 
1110. 
11S0 
.1190·· 
1200 
1210 

'1220 
1230 
1240 
1250 
1260 
1210 
1280 
1290 
1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 
1340 
1350 
1360 
1310 
13S0 
1390 
1400 
1410 
1420 
1430 
1440 
1450 

-1460 
.1410 
.14S0. 
1490 .. 
1500·· 

$ 
C 

RESET FREE 
EHCRESULTS (REVIEWER HARKS) 

DOUBLE PRECISION II(23),JJ(23),LL(23),HM(23),PP(23) 
INTEGER R(3),T(4),K(23),L(19),CNTROL,H(100),F(19),Q 
INTEGER PAPER~400,lB) 
REAL A(2),P,Z 
DATA II(I)/'COHHUNICATIO'/.JJC1)/'N SYSTEHS IN'/, 

*LL(1)/'CL. TER. & S'/,HM<l)/'AT. COHK. AN'/, 
*PP(I)/'D BROADCAST.'/, 
*II(2)/'HICROWAVE TF.'/,JJ(2)/'CHNIQUES IN 'I, 
*ll(2)/'RADAR,REHOTE'/,HM(Z)/' SENSING AND'/, 
*PP(2)/' RADIO ASTRO'/, 
*II(3)/'BIOlOGIr.Al,H'/,JJ(3)/'EDICAl AND 1'/, 
*ll(3)/'NDUSTRIAl AP'/,MM(3)/'PlICATIONS 0'/, 
*PP(3)/'F HICROWAVES'/ 

DATA II(4)/'ANTENNAS: '/,JJ(4)/'REFLECTOR AN'/, 
*ll(4)/'TENNA SYSTEM'/~HH(4)/'S ••••••••••• '/, 
*pp(4)/' •••••••••••• '/, 
*IICS)/'ANTENNAS: J/,JJ(~)/'HIC AND ARRA'/, 
*ll(S)/'Y ANTENNAS •• '/,KH(S)/' •••••••••• · •• '/, 
*PPCS)/' •••••••••••• '/, 
*II(6)/'ANTENNAS: '/,JJ(6)/'RADIATORS AN'/, 
*ll(6)/'D RADIATION '/,HH(6)/'THEORY •••••• '/. 
*PP(6)/' •••••••••••• '/ 

DATA II(7)/'MICROWAVE RA'/,JJ(7)/'DIO PROPAGAT'/, 
.ll(7)/'ION ••••••••• '/,MH(7J/' •••••••••••• '/, 
*PP(7)/' •••••••••••• '/, 
*II(B)/'PASSIVE COHP'I,JJ(S)/'. , CIRCUITS'/, 
*ll(S)/' f MICROWAVE'/,MH(S)/' INTEGRATED 'I, 
*PP(S)/'CIRCUITS •••• '/, 
*II(9)/'PASSIVE COMP'/,JJ(9)/'. & CIRCUITS'/, 
*ll(9)/' t WAVEGUIDE'/,KM(9)/',COAXIAlSSTR'/, 
*PP(9)/'IPlINE CIRCS'/ 

DATA II(10)/'PASSIVE COMP'/,JJ(10)/'. & CIRCUITS'/, 
*ll(10)/' : FERRIT~ C'/,HH(10)/'OMPONENTS AN'/, 
*PP(10)/'D CIRCUITS •• '/, 
*II(11)/'PASSIVE COMP'/,JJ(11)/'. & CIRCUITS'/, 
*Ll(11)/' : C.A.D. AN'/~HH(11)/'D NETWORK TH'/, 
*PP ( 11 ) I' EORY •••••••• ' / ,. 
*II(12'/'ACTIVE DEVIC'/,JJ(12)/'ES AND CIRCU'/, 
*LL(12)/'ITS : OSClll'~,MK(12)/'ATORS ••••••• 'I, 
*PP(12)/'.i •••••••••• '/ 
. DATA II(13)/'ACTIVE DEVIC'/,JJ(13)/'£S AND CIRCU'/, 
*lL(13)/'ITS t AHPlIF'/,MM(13)/'IERS •••••••• '/, 
*PP(13)/' •••••••••••• '/, 
*II(14)/'ACTIVE DEVIC'/,JJ(14)/'ES AND CIRCU't, 
*ll(14)/'ITS : DEVICE'/,MM(14)/'S AND MISCEl'/, 
*PP(14)/'lANEOUS ••••• '/, 
~ll(IS)/'MIXERS AND l'/,JJ(15)/'OW-NOISE REC'/, 
*ll(15)/'EPTION •••••• ",MM(15)/' •••••••••••• '/, 

. . *PP ( 15) /' •••••••••••• I / 
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DETAILED. DESCRIPTION. 

This part of the report shows a print of the computer program on the odd 
pages and an explanation of it on the even ones. 
The program starts with line 1000 and ends with line 4380. Commands that may be 
peculiar to the B7700 computer have been underlined. 
$ RESET FREE (line 1000) : 

When using FORTRAN on a Burroughs B7700 computer with the time-sharing 
system CANDE, the compiler option FREE has·been set by default, so the 
source text is interpreted in "free form", which results in the fact that 
with a normal FORTRAN text errors can be generated. 
It is recommended to suppress this option by $ RESET FREE on the first line 
of the source text. 

C EMCRESULTS (REVIEWER MARKS) on line 1010 ~s a comment. 

SPECIFICATIONS (lines 1020-1050) : 
The double precision arrays II,JJ,LL,MU;PP are used to indicate the subject 
descriptions. All indexes run from] until the given number. 
In the original computer program R was used to indicate if a paper had 
been recommended for the:.Microwave Prize!,so the array element R( I) was 
filled with blanks, R(2) contained the Hollerith constant NO and R(3) was 
YES. 
In our program this feature is not used to indicate a prize-candidate but to 
report that a reviewer has a comment on a certain paper. 
T is used in the calculation of the averages of the reviewers marks, K to 
describe the subject numbers. 
L is an array used to assist the reading of data from the data-file. 
CNTROL is an abbreviation of CONTROL (NUMBER), used to select which task 
has to be done. The array M can be found in several situations, so is Q,P 
and Z. 
To create the data-file for the first time, array F is used and some dummy 
information is assigned to the array elements (line 1780). PAPER(400,18) 
contains all information of up to and including 400 papers: Paper number, 
Subject number, Total weighted average and four times: Reviewer's marks + 
reviewer's comment.· . 
The a~ay Ais used to input the current date into the program. 

DATA STATEMENTS (lines 1060-1780) : 

• 

Each of the arrays II,JJ,LL,MM and PP are filled with parts of the 
Conference Subject descriptions. 
Normally with the B7700 machine a name (string) can only be 6 characters 
long. To be able to print larger strings a "trick" must be used. 
By specifying the array as double precision,· 12 characters are possible 
and by printing elements (with the same index) of several arrays on the 
same line, a more readable subject description (60 characters) is obtained. 
Some of the twelve topics for the 11th EuMC (pg. 6) are subdivided, so 
there are 23 subjects totally. 
The array elements K(I) ••• K(23) contain the subject numbers multiplied by 
10. K(I)=ll, K(23)=123. 
Each element of array R is filled with a Hollerith string: R(I)= •••• 
R(2)= NO and R(3)= YES. 
The contents of array F is : F(])=l (Paper number), F(2)=41 (Subject number 
4.lxI0) and F(3) ••• F(l9) are 0 . 
The ~ sign is used as the line continuation character • 
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DATA STATEMENTS, DATA-FILE READING, COMMENT and SELECTION UNIT. 

·1510 
1520 
1530 
.1540 
1550 
1560 
1570 
1580 
1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 

·!-63-0 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 ." 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1B40 
1B50 
1860 10 
1-870 

11 
101 

DATA II(16)/'NEW MATERIAL'/,JJ(16)/'S FOR ACTIVE'/, 
*LL(16)/' AND PASSIVE'/,MM(16)/' COMPONENTS.'/, 
*PP(16)/' •••••••••••• '/, 

.*II(17)/'MILLIMETER W'/,JJ(17)/'AVE TECHNIQU'/~ 
*LL(17)/'ES l FIN-LIN'/,MK(17)/'E CIRCUITS •• '/, 
*PP(17)/' •••••••••••• '/, 
*II(IB)/IMILLIKETER W'/,JJ(IS)/'AVE TECHNIQU'/, 
*LL(lB)/'ES : SEHICON'/,MM(19)/'DUCTdR PEVIC'/, 
*PP(IB)/'ES&CIRCUITS.'/ 

DATA II(19)/'HILLIMETER W'/,JJ(19)/'AVE TECHNIQU'/, 
*LL(19)/'ES t RECEIVE'/,HM(19)/'RS,WAVEGUIDE'/, 
*PP(19)/'S AND THEORY'/, 

.-*1.1.(..2-0.): I' SUItNANOSECON'./.f JJ(.20) I'll l1l-G.1J..AL 1'£"'/ J. 

*LL(20)/'CHNIQUES •••• '/,MM(20)/' •••••••••••• '/. 
*PP(20)/' •••••••••••• I/, 

*II (21) I' MICROWAVE ME 1 /, JJ( 21) /' ASlIRE~lENTS ;'" 
*LL(21)/'REFLECTOMETE'/,KtH21)/'RS AND NETWO J

" 

*PP(21)/'RK ANALYZERS'/ 
DATA II(22)/'HICROWAVE ME'/,JJ(22)/'ASUREMENTS t'/, 
*LL(22)/'PERHITTIVITY'/~MM(22)/' AND NOISE •• '/, 
*PP(22)/' •••••••••••• '/, 

. *II(23)/'HICROWAVE ME'/,JJ(23)/'ASUREMENTS :'/, 
*LL(23)/'HISCELLANEOU'/,MM(23)/'S ••••••••••• '/. 
*PP(23)/' •••••••••••• J / 

DATA K/l1,21,31,41,42,43,51,61,62,63,64,71,72,73,81, 
*91,101,102,103,111,121,122,123/ 

DATA R(I)/' •••• '/,R(2)/'NO •• '/,R(3)/'YES.'/ 
DATA F/1,41.0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0/ 

REWIND (11) 
READ(11,101,END~lS)(L(I),I=I,19) 

FORHAT(3I3,4(312,I3» 
DO 10 1=1,18 
PAPER(L(l),I)~L(I+l) 

GOTO 11 
.1880 
.lB90 C 
1900 C 
1910 C 
1920 C 
1930 C 
. 1940, . 
1950 
1960 
1970 . 
1980 
1990 
2000 

CONTROL NUMBER = 1 INPUT PAPER NO. & SUBJECT NO., DETERMINES 
LENGTH OF FILE. ~ 2 SUMMARY OF RECEIVED PAPERS. 

.2010 

15 
12 

= 3 INPUT REVIEWERS MARKS + COMMENT. = 4 CHECK ON DATA. 
= 5 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS. ~ 6 AS 5 WITH 132 CHAR.LINE. 
= ° NORMAL TERMINATION • 

WRITE(6,12) 
FORMAT(///,1X,'CONTROL NUHBER 1',/) 
READ(5,/) CNTROL 
CNTROL"CNTROL+l 
GOTO (20,30,40,50,60,70,70) CNTROL 
GOTO 15 
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DATA-FILE CREATION (line 1800) ! 

The array F in connection with line 1800 : WRITE(11,101)(F(I),I=1,19) 
(not shown) is used to create a DATA-file from inside the main program. 
Once this DATA-file is set-up, line 1800 should be removed from the source 
text and the DATA-file is modified by the input of data during the normal 
run of the program. The number 11 in the WRITE statement is the internal 
name for the file. The external name is chosen to be EMCDAT. 
101 is a label number used to format the data. 

DATA-FILE READING (lines 1820-1870) : 
The REWIND(II) statement places the pointer at the begin of the first 
record of the DATA-file EMCDAT before the reading starts. 
A record (19 numbers) is read and placed into the array elements L( 1) ••• 
L( 19)., L{ 1) contains the Paper number. 
This array L is copied into array PAPER(L(l),I), with 1= L(2) .•• L(19). 
Then the reading continues with the next record, and so on. 
If END OF FILE is reached: the program jumps to label 15 (SELECTION UNIT). 

COMMENT (lines 1890-1930) : 
These lines give information about the possible values CONTROL NUMBER 
can have ( 0,1,2,3,4,5,6) and the corresponding action that will take 
place (see also page 3,5"& 6). 

SELECT.ION UNIT (lines 1950-2000) : 
This,program unit selects the required task that must be executed. 
The question "CONTROL NUMBER ?" is answer.ed by typing a number 0,1,2,3,4, 
5 or 6. Then the computed GOTO statement determines to which label the 
program jumps (20,30,40,50,60,70,70). 
The value of CNTROL in line 1990 must be larger or equal to I. 
To use CNTROL(=CONTROL NUMBER) = 0 to finish the program, the expression 
CNTROL = CNTROL + 1 had to be added. 
A provision is made to return to label 15 if accidently a positive number 
other than 0,1 ••.•• ,6 is typed. 
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INPUT OF PAPER NUMBER, SUBJECT.NUMBER and SUMMARY OF RECEIVED PAPERS. 

2020 30 
2030 34 
2040 
2050 
2000 
2070 

.2080 33 
2090 
2100 
2110 
2120 
2130 
2140 32 
2150 35 
2100 
2170 31 
2180 
21.90 
2200. 40 
2210' 
2220 40 
2230 
2240 42 
2250 
2200 .... 45 
2270 
228.0 . 
2290-,. 
2300 
231.0 
2320 
2330.43 
2349 41 
2350 
2300 47 
2370 . 
2380. 
2390 
2400 
2410 
2420 48 

. 243q 44 
244.0. 
2456 49 

.2400. 
.2470· 

WRI:TE(6,34) 
FOR~AT(/,1X~'INPUT PAPER NO.:',/) 
READ(S,/) KK 
IF(KK.~Q.O) GOTO 31 
IF(KK.GT.400) GOTO 32 
WRITE·(0,33) 
FORMAT(lX,~SUBJECT NO.:',/) 
READ(5,/) F' 
Z=10.001*P 
KKK:!::Z. 
PAPER(KK,i)=KKK 
GOTO 30, 
WRITE(0,35) 
FORMAT(1X,'NOT ENOUGH STORAGE DECLARED, ALTER PAPER(N,18), 

*LINE 1040,2000;2260,2550,3270,4170'·,J)· 
CONTINUE 
GOTO 15 

CALL DATE(A) 
'WRlrE(0,46) A(1),AC2)' 
FOR~AT(lH1,//,10X,'EUMC PAPERS RECEIVED AT : ',A6,A2,' (M/D/Y)') 
DO 42 1=1,23 

. M<I )=0 
N=O .. ' 
DO 41 J=.l, 400 . 
IF(P'APER(J, 1>';EQ~O) GOTO 41 
DO 43 1=1,23 
IF (K(I)~NE.PAPER(J,l)~ GOTO 43 
M(1)=M(I)t1 .. 
N=Nt1 
GOTO 41 
CONTINUE '. 
CONTINUE. 
WR1TE(·6,47) N 
FORMAT{I/,lX~'TOTAL ',14,//) 
DO 44J=1,23 
1F(MCJJ.EQ~O) GOTO 44 
Z=K(J)'~ 

P=Z/1.0· 
WR1 TE (·0,48) p, I I< J h JJ (J) ,LL (J h ~n1( J) , PP (J) , M (J) 
FORMAT{·1X,F4~1,2X,5A12,' ••• '~13) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,49) 
FORMAT{///////////////////////I/) 
GOTO 15 
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INPUT of PAPER NUMBER and SUBJEGT NUMBER (lines 2020-2180, label 30) : 
All submitted papers to this 11th EuHC receive a paper number as soon as 
they enter the TPC-secretariat. In the CALL FOR PAPERS the authors were 
requested to include the topic (subject) number of their papers. These two 
figures are entered in this interactive program unit: the paper number as 
an answer to the question PAPER NO.: , and the topic number when SUBJECT NO.: 
appears. 
First the paper number is read and ascribed to the variable KK. Then is 
checked, if KK is in. the allowed range (1 until 400). By typing KK = 0 the 
program returns to the selection unit. This is the way to interrupt the 
program loop. 
If KK is larger than 400, the message "NOT ENOUGH STORAGE DECLARED, ALTER 
PAPER(N,18), LINE 1040,2060,2260,2550,3270,4170" will be written before the 
program returns to the selection unit. 
Is the paper number in the allowed range, the subject number can be typed 
and is read as P. P is a real variable. 
For the users convenience the subject number is typed as a decimal number 
(1.1 •.• 12.3 in our case), but PAPER(400,18) is specified as an integer 
array. To transform the real P into an integer KKK (and multiply it by 10) 
lines 2100 and 2110 are included. Then the value KKK is ascribed to the 
first element of array PAPER for the given paper number. 
KKK corresponds also to one of the elements of array K. 
To insure a correct rounding of the subject number for all decimal 
values, the multiplying factor had to be chosen slightly larger than 
10 (line 2 1 00) • 

SUMMARY OF RECEIVED PAPERS (lines 2200-2460, label 40) ; 
If one wants to know how many papers are already submitted, thi.s program
unit can be activated by typing the number 2 when the selection unit asks 
for a control number. 
The papers will be specified by subject. 
The summary starts with the printing of "EuMC PAPERS RECEIVED AT: •• / •• / •• 
(M/D/Y) " and the present date is given between the slashes (first the month, 
then the day and then the year is printed). 
Lines 2200-2220 and the subroutine DATE (lines 4290-4380) make this possible. 
The program unit continues with the nulling of the first 23 elements of array 
M and. of N (lines 2230-2250). 
Then a DO statement is carried out that checks all entered papers (up to and 
including 400; see lines 2260-2340). 
If a paper has received a subject number (:Hrst element·of array PAPER(J,I)::J.0) 
the next step is to check if the subject number corresponds with one of the 
23 specified numbers (line 1750+1760). If both conditions are met, the total 
number of received papers will be increased by one and also the number of 
papers with the corresponding subject number. 
Papers without subject number or with not-corresponding subject number will 
be ignored. Then the total number of received papers is printed (line 2350 
and 2360). 
Another DO statement (lines. 2370-2430) prints the summary. The printing starts 
with .. the (lowest) subject number, followed by the subject description and the 
number of papers dealing with this subject. 
Subjects without submitted papers will not be printed. 
The subject number is transformed to a decimal number again (line 2390+2400). 
The subject description is build up from 5 strings of·12 characters each on 
the same. line (iine 2410+2420). . 
Some linefeeds (line 2440+2450) terminate the program unit which after 
printing the summary continues with the selection procedure • 

. ', 
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INPUT REVIEWERS MARKS & COMMENT. 

2480 50 
2490 

_250() .. 508 
2510-, 51 
2520 57 
2530 
2540 
2550 
2560 
2570 58 
2590 
2590 
2600 56 
2610 
2620 59 
2630 . 
'2640 
2650 
2660 
2670 507 
2690 
2690 53 
2700 
2710 505 
2720 
2730 54 
2740 55 
2750 
2760' 52 
2770 504 
2790 
2790 501 

. 2900 
2910 502 
2820 
2830 506 
2840, 
2850· 503 
2860. 
2870. 

NN=O 
'DO 508 1=1,3 
T(I)=O 
WRITE(6,57) 
FORHATC/,IX,'1NPUT PAPER NO.:',/) 
READ(5,/) LO) 
IFCL(l).EQ.·O) GOTO 501 
IF(L( 1) .GT .. 4(0) GOTO SOl 
WRITE{6,58) 
FORHAT(IX,'HARKS (O,H,P) + COHMENT:(YES=REV.NO.,NO~O)/,/) 
READ(S,/) (L(I).,1=2,5) 
DO 5~ 1=2,4 
IFCL(1).GT.I0) GOTO 52 
DO 59 1=1,3 
T(I)=T{I)+L(1+l) . 
NN=NN""l 
N=L( 1)·'· 

DO 53 J=3,15,4 
. D'O 507 1=1,.3. 
IfCPAPERCN,J""I-I).NE.O) GOTO 53 
IF(PAPERCN,J+3).EQ.0) GOTO 54 
C;ONTINUE ' 
WRITEt6,5(5) 
FORHAT(lX,'ARRAY FULL - INSERTED IN 4TH POSITION') 

, J::15 
DO 55 I=1r4 
PAPER(N,J+I-l)=LCI+l) 
GOTO.51 
WRITE(6,504) 
FORHAT(1~"HARK > 10 II I') 
GOTO 51 
IF(NN.EQ.O) GOTO 503 
DO 502 1"=1,3 . 
T (I) =T( I> INN· 

. WRITE(6,506)(TCI),1=1,3) 
FORHAT C / I "IX,' REVIEWERS AVERAGES',I, lOX, , ORIGINALITY I, 

*14, /, 10.X, 'MERIT ' , I .• " I, lOX, I PRESENTATION' , I 4, I) 
C~NTINUE 
GOTO 15 
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INPUT of REVIEWERS MARKS (lines 2480-2860, label 50) : 
A second program unit that inputs data is the one that reads the reviewers 
marks. The unit starts by hulling NN and T(I), T(2) and T(3). 
NN counts how many sets of reviewers marks are entered and the array T is 
used to sum the corresponding reviewers marks. 
Then a loop is activated (lines 2510-2750) that starts with the printing of 
the question "INPUT PAPER NO.:" • Now the paper number is typed that 
corresponds to the set of the reviewer marks that has to be entered. 
This paper number is read into element 1 of array L. 
An interrupt (termination of the loop) can be made by typing a 0, so the 
program jumps to the selection unit. This also occurs if a paper number 
larger than 400 is read (line 2540+2550). 
If the number is within the allowed range (1 ••• 400), the program continues 
by putting the question ''MARKS (O,M,P) + COMMENT: (YES=REV .NO. ,NO=0)" 
(see line 2560+2570). Herein stands 0 for Originality, M for (Technical) 
Merit and P for (Clarity of) Presentation. The marks (integers) should be . 
entered in this order and be separated by comma's. 
The value of the fourth number depends on the fact whether a reviewer has 
a comment to the paper or not. In the first case the reviewer's number should 
be typed, in the second one a .. 0 has. to be entered. 
The four numbers are read into the elements 2,3,4 and 5 of array L. 
Now is checked if the reviewer marks ( L(2), L(3), L(4) ) are less or equal 
than 10(line 2590+2600). 
If one of. the marks is larger than 10, the message "MARK> 1 0 !!!" is printed 
and the program continues by putting again "INPUT PAPER NO. :" • The. pl<t marks 
will not be entered in the array PAPER. 
If the reviewers marks are within the limits, the program continues with line 
2610, where the marks are summed to the corresponding ones of an earlier 
entered paper. NN (=sets of reviewer marks) is increased by 1 and Nis given 
the value of the current paper number. 
In lines 2650-2690 a new test is performed. Each paper can be attended with 
4 sets of (4) reviewer marks. The first mark, Originality, is stored into 
the 3rd, 7th, 11th or 15th element of array PAPER, Technical Merit into the 
4th, 8th, 12th and 16th element, Clarity of Presentation into the 5th, 9th, 
13th and 17th element and the Comment will be placed into the 6th, 10th, 14th, 
and 18th element. 
Now the DO statement looks for the first 4 successive empty elements. The 
searching is started with the 3rd element, than the 7th, than the 11th and 
finally with the 15th element. 
As soon as an empty set is found, the program continues by copying the four 
marks into the empty elements of array PAPER (line 2730+2740). 
If already four sets of reviewers marks are entered, a note is written: 
"ARRAY FULL-INSERTED IN 4TH POSITION". This means that the 4th set of marks 
that was already stored, is overruled by the current one (lines 2720-2740). 
As soon as an interrupt is given (paper number=0) the program unit continues 
with label 501 (line 2790) where it checks if at least 1 paper + corresponding 
set of marks is entered. If not, the program jumps via label 503 to the 
selection unit. 
If there has been data entered, the averages of the reviewers marks, read 
since the program unit was selected, are calculated (line 2800+2810) and the 
program returns to the selection unit after printing these averages. However 
limited value should be awarded to these averages • 
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CHECK ON DATA. 

2880 60 
2890 601 
2900 61 
291.0 602 

·2920 
2930 
2940' 

... .2.95.0 .. 
2960 68 
2970 67 
2980 
2990 65 
·3000· 

... 3010 62 
3020 
3030 .. 
3040 

.·3050 603 
3060 .. 
.3070 63 
.. 3080 
.3090 66 
.3100 
3110 
3120 
3130 
3140. 64 
.3150 69 
.31',60 
~;3170-

WRITE(6,601) 
FORHATCII,1X,'CHECK ON DATA',/) 
WRITE(6,602) 
FORHAT(lX,'TYPE PAPER NO. ',1) 
READes,/) N 
tFCN.EQ.O) GO TO 69 
LIST=1 

,':"u(-"+E-o-'-~j,). GO+Q.. 6.3 
WRITE(6,67.) 
FORMAT (II, 1.X., 'PAPER SUBJ.', 19X, I REVIEWERS t1ARKS', I 

*.' NO. NO •. , , 2X, 4( '0 H P' , 6X) , , Cm1tlENT I ~ /) 
Q=1 
DO 62 J=6,18,4 
IF(PAPERCN,J).NE.O) Q=3 

.. Z=PAPE·R( N, 1 ) 
Pk:Z/10 
WRITE(6,603)· ~,P,(PAPER(N,I),1=3,18),R(Q) . 
FORKAT(2X~I3,2X,F4+1,2X,4(I2,213,I4,1X),3X,A4) 

GOTO (~1,64) LIST 
LIST=2 

.WRITE(6,66) 
FORHAT(lX,'CHECK FROM PAPER t. UNTIL PAPER 4+ : ••• , ••• ';1) 

. READCS,/) 11,12 
DO 64 N=I1. 12 
IF(N.EQ~Il) GOTO 68 
GQTO 6S 
CONTINUE 
CONT.INUE., 
GOT015 
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CHECK ON DATA (Lines 2880-3160, label 60) : 

With this program unit it is possible to check entered data, which can 
be information entered during an earlier run of the program as well as 
data supplied during the present run. 
All figures of all papers in array PAPER can be displayed except the 
total weighted average of all reviewers marks. 

Two modes are possible : one paper can be checked at a time or a block 
of successive papers can be displayed or printed. 

The program unit starts by printing the head : "CHECK ON DATA" and the 
command "TYPE PAPER.NO.";(lines 2880-2910). 
It reads the number that will be typed and checks if this number N is 
equal to zero (lines 2920+2930). If N is zero, a jump is made to the 
selection unit (lines 3150+3160). This is the normal way to interrupt 
the DATA-CHECKING program unit. 
If N>0 the value 1 is given to a variable LIST (line 2940). 
LIST=l means printing the data of one single paper; LIST=2 (line 3070) 
will result in printing a block of successive papers. 
This last action will occur if -1 is entered for the paper number 
(line 2920,2950), followed by a lower boundary II and an upper boundary 
12 .of the paper numbers that have to be displayed or printed. 
II and 12, separated by a comma are typed as an answer to the question 
"CHECK FROM PAPER •• UNTIL PAPER •. : ••• , ••• (lines 3080-3100). 
In both modes the printing of the data starts always with the head : 

PAPER 
NO. 

SUBJ. 
NO. 

REVIEWERS MARKS 
o M P o M P 0 M P 

(see program listing, lines 2960-2980, 3120). 

o M P COMMENT 

o stands for Originality, M for (technical) Merit and P for (clarity of) 
Presentation. 
Four sets of reviewer marks are printed. 
The DO-statement on lines 3000+3010 checkes if there are reviewer(s) 
comments. YES will be printed in the column COMMENT if one or more 
reviewers do have a comment to the paper (Q=3). 
Four dots will appear if there is no comment (Q=I, line 2990). 
Line 3020 and 3030 are used to describe the subject number (see also 
page 12). 

The print-statement is given in line 3040+3050, while line 3060 selects 
between asking for a new paper number or printing the next paper of the 
selected block. 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS. 

3180 70 
3190 701 
3200 71 
3210 702 
3220 
3230 
3240 
3250 
3260 
3270 
3280 
3290 
3300 
3310 
3320 
3330 

.3340 
3350 

. 3360 
3370 709 
3380 
3390 .713 
3400 
3410 73 
3420 
~430 
3440 710 
3450 711 
3460 
3470 712 
.3480 72 
3490 
3500 .. 
351.0 
3520 

.3530 
3540 

.3550 
... 3560 
3570 74 
3580 75 

·3590 714 
3600· 

.3610 703 

WRITEe6,701) 
FORHATelHl,/I,lX.'ANALYSIS OF RESULTS',/) 
WRITE(6,702) 
FORHAT (1/11·,1 X, I TYPE SlIBJECT NO. ',/) 
READ (5·, I)P 
Z=10.001*P 
N=Z 
IFCN.EQ.O) GOTO 719 
NN=O 
DO 72J=I,400 
IFC.PAPER(J, n .NE.N) GOTO 72 
NN=NN+l 
H(NN)=J 
s=o 
12=0 
DO 73 Il=3t15,4 
DO 709 1=1,3 
IF(PAPEReJ,11-1+I).EQ.·0) GOTO 709 
GOTO 713 . 
CONTINUE 
GOTO 73, 
12=12+1 
S=S+I.5*~PAPEReJ,Il»+2.5*CPAPER(J,11+1»+PAPEReJ,Il+2) 

CONTINUE 
IFe12+EQ~0) GOTO 710 
GOTO 712·. 
WRITE(6,711> J 
FORHATCII,IX,'NO HARKS AVAILABLE WITH PAPER NO.:',I3) 
GOTO 72 
PAPEReJ,2)=S*2/12 
CONTINUE 
IFCNN.EQ.O) GOTO 77 
IF(NN.EQ. U GOTO 75 
DO 74 1=1"NN-l 
DO 74 J=2,NN+l-1 
IFtPAPERCHeJ),2).LT.PAPERCHeJ-l),2» GOTO 74 
11=HCJ) 
H C J ) =H ( J~1 ) . 
H(·J,-l-> =11 
CONTINUE 
DO .714 1-=1,2;3 
~F(K(I).EQ~N) I2~I . 

- WRI TEC 6,703) p, I I< 12) , JJ CI 2) , LL ( 12) , r-U1< I?) , PP (12);
FORHAT{lHl~llll,lX,/SUBJECT: ',I,lX,F4.1,2X,5A12,11) 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS (Lines 3180-4100, label 70) 

This program unit prints the most important information the TPC will use: 
all papers with a specified subject will be given in order of decreasing 
Total weighted averages of all reviewers marks. 

Two computer outputs are possible : a brief version with 84 character 
line width (Control Number=5) and an extensive one on a 132 character line 
(Control Number=6). 

1 

The program starts by printing "ANALYSIS OF RESULTS" followed by the 
command "TYPE SUBJECT NO." (lines 3180-3210). 
The subject number (decimal number input) is read and converted to an 
integer value (lines 3220-3240). 
If Subject Number=0 is entered the program unit ANALYSIS OF RESULTS is 
left and the program continues with the selection procedure (line 3250, 
4090-4100). NN is a variable that counts the number of papers with the 
specified subject and is zeroed on line 3260. 
In the program block between lines 3270 and 3480 all papers are checked 
for the specified subject. Papers that do not deal with the given subject 
are bypassed (line 3280). Only papers with the mentioned subject are 
handled. When a paper with the given subject is found, NN is increased 
by I, an array M(NN) is filled with the appropriate paper number and 
two variables (8 and 12) are zeroed (lines 3290-3320). 
Between lines 3330 and 3410 a program block is inserted that checks if 
certain elements of array PAPER (those containing the reviewer marks) are 
zero. Of course this will only be done for the paper with correct subject 
number the program is momentarily dealing with. 
Those elements are the array places 3,4,5 (first set of reviewer marks) , 
7,8,9 (second set), 11,12,13 (third set) and 15,16,17 of the fourth set. 
If all elements mentioned are empty, until now no reviewer marks are 
entered for that paper. 12 keeps a zero value so the program jumps from 
line 3420 to line 3440 (label 710). 
A note is printed "NO MARKS AVAILABLE WITH PAPER NO. :" and the paper number 
is given. Then the next paper is checked. 
If reviewer(s) marks are given for a paper with correct subject number, 
12 differs from zero and a total weighted sum S is calculated from all sets 
of reviewer marks. 
The weighing factors are: 1.5 for Originality (0) 

2.5 for Technical Merit (M) 
1.0 for Clarity of Presentation (P). 

All marks are out of ten. 
After the summing proces t.he program jumps to line 3470 (label 712) where 
the Total weighted average of all reviewers marks is calculated and 
expressed in %. A maximum of 100% with marks 10 for 0, M and P is provided. 
The Total weighted average percentage is moved to element 2 of array PAPER 
for the appropriate .paper number and the program continues by checking the 
next paper number. 
When the array PAPER is handled completely, the program unit continues 
with line 3490, where a new action will be started. 
If there are no papers(with correct subject number) that contain any 
reviewer(s) marks NN will be zero and the program jumps to line.4050 (label 
77), gives some linefeeds and then returns to line 3200 (label 71) where 
the question for a subj"ect number is renewed. 
Does the array PAPER contain only one paper with the specified subject 
(and that has reviewers marks) a jump is made to label 75 (line 3500,3580) 
and the program starts checking the subjects list for the appropriate 
subject (line 3580+3590). 
Then a head is printed: "SUBJECT:" , the subject number is given and the 
corresponding subject description (60 characters) is printed (line 3600+ 
3610). 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS (continued), 

3620 
3630 
3640 718 
3650 
3660 
3670 
3680 723 
3690 724 
3700 
3710 725 
3720 
.3730 76 
3740 
3750 
3760 
3770 
3780 78 
3790 
3800 
3810 
3820 704 
3830 
3840 715 
3850. 
3860 705 

.3870 
-3880 .716 
.3890 
3900 706 
3910 
3920 717 
3930 707 
3940. 
395.0 79 
3960 
3970 
3980 
3990 720 

.. 4000. 
4.010 721 
4020 
4030 
4040 722 
4050 77 
4060 
4070 ·708 
4080. 

-4-090. 719 
4100 
4110-

IFCCNTROL.EQ.7) GOTO 723 
WRITE(6,718) 
FORMAT(lX,' PAPER AVERAGE', 

*' REVIEWERS MARKS (~)/,8X,'REVIEWERS COMMENTS',/, 
*' NO. HARI<S(~)') 

IF(CNTROL.EQ.6) aOTO 725 
WRITE(6,724) 
FORHAT(IX,' PAPER AVERAGE',30X,'REVIEWERS MARKS',34X, 

*'REVIEWERS COMMENTS',/,' HO. "ARI<S(~)/,4(4X,'(~)',11X» 

DO 77 J=I,NN 
. DO 76 1=1,4 

TCI)=2*(1.5*(PAPERCMCJ),4*I-l»t2.5*(PAPER(HCJ),4*I» 
&tPAPER(M(J),4*ltl» 

Q=I· 
DO 78 I=6r18,4 
IF(PAPER(M(J),I).NE.O) Q=Qtl 
IF(Q.GT.l) Q=3 
IF(CNTROL.EQ.7) GOTO 79 
IFCT(4).EQ.0) GOTO 715 
WRITE(6,704) H(J),PAPER(MCJ),2),(T(I),I~I,4),R(Q) 
FORMAT(I6,6X,I3,6X,4I~,10X,A4) 

GOTO 77. 
~ IF(T(3).EQ.~) GOTO 716 

WRITEC6,705) HCJ),PAPERCMCJ),2),T(1),T(2),Te3),R(Q) 
FORHAT(I6,6X,I3,6X,315,15X,A4) 
GOTO 77 
IFCT(2).EQ.0) GOTO 717 
WRITEC6,706) M(J),PAPERCM(J),2),TC1),T(2),RCQ) 
FORMAT(.I6,6X,I3,6X,21~,20X,A4) 

GOTO 77 
WRITE(6,707) MeJ},PAPERCHCJ),2),T(1),RCQ) 
FORHAT(16,6X,I3,6X,I5,25X,A4) 
GOTO 77 
IF(Q.EQ.l) GOTO 721 
WRITEC6,720) HCJ),PAPERCMCJ),2),TC1),CPAPERCH(J),I),I=3,5), 
*T(2),(PAPER(H(J),I),I=7,9),T(3),(PAPERCM(J),I),J~II,13), 

*T(4),(PAPER(M(J),I),1=15,17),RCQ),(PAPERCMCJ),I),I=6,18,4) 
FORHATCI6,5X,I3,4X,4(4X,I3,I4,213,lX),5X,A4,414) 
GOTO 77 
WRITE(6,722) H(J),PAPER(M(J),2),T(1),(PAPER(HCJ),I),I~3,5), 
*T(2),(PAPER(M(J),I),I~7,9),Te3),(PAPER(H(J),I),I=11,13), 

*T(4),(PAPER(H(J),I),I=15,17) 
FORMAT(16,5X,I3,4X,4(4X,I3,I4,213,IX» 

. CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,708) 
FORMATe/IIII///////I//I////IIII/II///) 
GOTO 71 

. CONTINUE 
GOTO 15 
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If there are more papers dealing with the selected subject that have 
received reviewers marks, first a program block starts to rearrange the 
sequence of the papers in order of decreasing Total weighted average of 
a11 reviewers marks (lines 3510-3570). 
Afterwards the same subject head as mentioned a little earlier will be 
printed. 
Before starting the ANALYSIS OF RESULTS program unit, a selection was 
already made for a brief or an extensive computer layout (Control Number 
= 5 or 6). If one has chosen the brief version, the head of the lay
out, as given in lines 3640-3660, will be printed. 
Did one choose the extensive version, the head will be printed as given 
in lines 3680-3700. 

The program block between lines 3710 and 4050 (labels 725 and 77) describes 
the output of relevant data stored in array PAPER. Only the counted number 
NN of papers with the selected subject will be given (line 3710). 
First the weighted average for each set of reviewer marks is calculated 
and expressed in % (line 3730+3740). 
Line 3750 presets a variable that is used to print four dots in the column 
Reviewers Comments to reflect a no comment situation. 
Then is checked if the paper whose data has to be printed has received 
reviewers comments (lines 3760-3780). 
YES will appear in the column Reviewers Comments if the number stored in 
the elements 6,10,14 and/or 18 of array PAPER differs from zero (Q=3 so 
R(Q) gives YES in'the dat.a: .... statements). 

Dependingwhet.her one chooses a b~ief output or an extemiive ~:me, the program 
block between lines 3800-3940 (brief version) or between lines 3950-4050 
(extensive version) will be selected (line 3790). 

Four different situations may occur during the output of the brief version, 
depending on the number of sets of reviewer marks available, as shown in 
the following table: 

Number of sets: Carried-out lines: 

4 3800 - 3830 
3 3840 - 3870 
2 3880 - 3910 
1 3920 - 3940 

In the extensive version the layout of the output is depende~t on the fact 
whether there is a reviewer comment or not (line 3950). 

Reviewers Comments: 

YES 
NO 

Carried-out lines: 

3960 - 4000 
4010 - 4050 

An example of an output print will be found in the paragraph "RUNNING THE 
PROGRAM". 
When there are reviewers comments, the reviever's number will appear in the 
column Reviewers Comments. 

After printing of all papers with the selected subject the program returns 
to label 71: question "TYPE SUBJECT NO.". 
Leaving the ANALYSIS OF RESULTS program unit is done by typing a .0. 
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WRITE STATEMENT DATA-FILE, END PROGRAM,SUBROUTINE DATE. 

-4120 20 
-4130 23 
4140 
4150 
4160 
4170 
4180 
4190 
4200 21 
4210 24 
4-220 
4230 25 
4240 26 
4250 
4260 22 

-4.220 
4280 
4290 
4300 
4310 
4320 
4330 
43.40 
4350 
4360 
4370 
4380 

WRlrE(6,23) 
FORMAT(lX,'STORE DATA IN FILE EMCDAT? YES=l,NO=O',f) 
READ(S,/) B 
IF(B.NE.11 GOTO 26 
REWIND(11) 
DO 21 J=1,400 
IF(PAPER(J,l).EQ.O) GOTO 21 

. WRITE(11,101,END=24) J,(PAPER(J,I),I~1,18) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,2S) 
FORHAT(lX,'DATA-FILE EMCDAT UPDATED',/) 
CONTINUE 

SUBROUTINE DATE(A) 
REAL A(2) 
A (1)=' I I' 
A(2)=' I 

B=TIHE( 15). 
A(1)=CONCAT(A(1),B,47,47,16) 
A(1)=CONCAT(A(1),B,23,31,16) 
A(21=CONCAT(A(2),B,47,lS,16) 
RETURN 
END 
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WRITE STATEMENT DATA-FILE (lines 4120-4270, label 20): 

This program unit, choosen by CONTROL NUMBER=0, starts asking whether 
the contents of array PAPER, present at this moment in the workfile, 
should be written to the background memory (data-file EMCDAT) or not 
(lines 4120-4130). 
Updating will be done 
all data entered 
a f/J is typed. 

by reading a number 1, no updating (= loss of 
,during the present run) wi~l take place if 

The command REWIND(II) places the pointer at the beginning of the 
data-file EMCDAT so the reading starts with the first number of that 
file. 
The copying of array PAPER into data-file EMCDAT is done in the block 
between lines 4170 and 4200. 
Papers without subject numbers will be bypassed (line 4180). 
When the updating is finished, the program jumps to label 24 (line 
4190,4210) prints "DATA-FILE EMCDAT UPDATED lI and stops executing the 
program EMCRESULTS. 

Lines 4260+4270 describe the final statements of the program EMCRESULTS. 

SUBROUTINE DATE (lines 4290-4380): 

This subroutine is an adapted version of a standard routine given in 
the BURROUGHS manual. 
With this subroutine it is possible to enter the present date into 
the program. 
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EXECUTING THE PROGRAM 

FIRST TIME RUN 

When executing the program EMCRESULTS for the first time on the B7700 with 
CANOE, a data-file must be created from inside the main program. 
There are several ways to do this. The one selected is to set-up a data
file with variable length although this takes some more storage. 
After the CANOE-session has been initiated (see normal use) a workfile of 
the library file EMCRESULTS is made with the command GET EMCRESULTS. 
Then the next program step is inserted on line 1800 : WRITE(II,101)(F(I),I=I,19). 
This workfile is compiled and saved. 
Then the command DO EMCRUN is given. The file EMCRUN contains all the necessary 
instructions to run the main program. 

Listing of EMCRUN : 

:10 ~ERH LINE 132 
20 RUN EHCRESULTS,% 
30 FILE FILE11(TITLE=EHCDAT ON USER6,PROTECTION~SAVE,FILETYPE=7),% 
40 FILE6(KIND=REHOTE,HAXRECSIZE=22) 

• 
line 10 determines the number of characters in one line on the terminal. 

line 20 is the RUN command for the main program EMCRESULTS. 
The percent sign is the command continuation character. 

line 30 will run the program with FILE 11 (internal filename) looking for 
disk for its input and output. 
This input/output file is named EMCDAT on disk USER6 (external 
filename). 
PROTECTION=SAVE maintains the data-file after finishing the program. 

. FILETYPE=7 is a file attribute reporting the internal structure 
of the file. 

line 40 the user is able to execute the program from his terminal. 
The internal file name FILE6 is the standard form for a printer 
to write to. MAXRECSIZE=22 is a file ,attribute, defining the size 
of each physical record in the file: 22 words (=132 characters). 

After the command DO EMCRUN is given the system answers (on a printer terminal) 
with: 

.FILE (ELETAH2)EHCRUN ON USER6 :. 
TERM LINE 132 

.LINE = 132, HARn, CONT., -,
RUN EHCRESULTS.% 
FILE FILEI1CTITLE=EHCDAT ON USER6,PROTECTION=SAVE,FILETYPE~7),% 

_L FILE6(KIND=REHQTE,HAXRECSIZE=22) 
. ,""IRUNiilNG 7331 

Now the file EMCDAT is filled with the dummy information (line 1780). 
The program continues with the question: 

CONTROL NUMBER ? 
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Now one is able to execute the different units of the program by typing a 
control number. 
After finishing this job, remember that line 1800 should be removed from the 
source text, followed by a compile and a save command. 
Hereafter the program is ready for normal use. 

NORMAL USE OF THE PROGRAM. 

A typical CANDE session starts by initiating the system. 
The information that has to be typed is indicated with an arrow. No workfile 
~s necessary. 

+07700:134 CANDE 31.103 (THE-RC) YOU ARE P352(9) 
-+ENTER USERCODE PLEASE 

- ELETA.H2 
--+ENt.ER PASSWORD PLEASE. 

-~lil.I~~~~~~~~~~~ 
lIT'S DAYTIME AT THE MOMENT 
+YOUR ACTUAL BALANCES ARE: 
++570.03 DPU, +75.00 NPU
++404.26 DCU, +75.00 NCU 
+PACKUSAGE ON MAY 7, 1991 09:19:19 
tUSER6 SEGMENTS: 1505 IN USE, 2000 ALLOWED -_._, . - -.~~ - --_._. _.-_._. - _.- -- - -- . ---~ -_. __ .-

--tSESSIO-N-7001- -15 :30:01-05107/91 
-rAM BISK=USER6 OTHERWISE DISK 

~:t,FAM1L'L DISK = USER6 OTHERWISE DISK 

Now the system is ready to execute the program by typing : DO EMCRUN 

Then the information is printed as already mentioned in FIRST TIME RUN. 
The next activity is to answer CONTROL NUMBER ? • 

For instruction purposes this question will be answered in the order 
CONTROL NUMBER = 1,2,3,4,5,6,0 and the results are illustrated by the 
next lines. The numbers that have to be typed are followed by a return or 
sendline command. An arrow is used to indicate the input. 

CONTROL NUMBER 1 
'-'1, 

INPUT PAPER NO.: 
- 350, 

.SUBJECT NO.: 
-1:2':fl,. 

,INP-UTPAPER NO.: 
-;J5~1 

SUBJECT NO.: 
- 12,.2' 

-INPUT PAPER NO.: 
-'0: 

Control Number=1 selects the program 
block where paper number and subject 
number are entered. 
Here paper no. 350 deals with subject 
no. 12.1 (Microwave Measurements: 
Reflectometers and Network Analyzers) 
and paper no. 351 deals with subject 
no. 12.2 (Microwave Measurements: 
Permittivity and Noise). 

The reading of paper no. and subject 
no. can be continued as often as 
desired. 
The loop is interrupted by paper no.=0 
Corrections of a wrong subject number 
can be made by typing the same paper 
number and the correct subject number. 
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Reading a paper number outside the boundary of array PAPER will give: 

IN-PUT PAPER NO.: 
- 401: 

NOT ENOUGH STORAGE DECLARED, ALTER PAPERCN,lS), 

LINL 1040,2060,2260,25S0,J'70,4170 

where the comment is printed on the same line. 
Then the program continues with: 

.£ONTROL NUMBER ? 
_.2 

When the number 2 is entered the following 
summary of received papers is obtained: 

EUMC PAPERS RECEIVED AT : 05/07/81 (H/D/Y) 

TOTAL 301 

1.1 . 
2.1 
3.1 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
5.1 
6.1 
6.2 
6.3 
6.4 
1.1 
7.2 
7.3 
B.l 
9.1 

10.1 
10.2 
10.3 
11.1 
12.1 
12.2 
12.3 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS INCL. TER. & SAT. CO"". AND BROADCAST •••• 
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUES IN RADAR,REHOTE SENSING AND RADIO ASTRO ••• 
BIOlOGJCAl,HEDJCAl AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATlONS OF MICROWAVES ••• 
ANTENNAS: REFLECTOR ANTENNA SYSTEKS •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ANTENNAS :MIC AND ARRAY ANTENNAS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ANTENNAS: RADIATORS AND RADIATION THEORy ••••••••••••••••••••• 
MICROWAVE RADIO PROPAGATlON •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PASSIVE COMPo & CIRCUITS: MICROWAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS ••• ~ ••• 
PASSIVE COMPo & CIRCUITS: WAVEGUIDE,COAXIAL&STRIPLINE CIRCS ••• 
PASSIVE COMPo & CIRCUITS: FERRITE COMPONENTS AND CIRCUITS ••••• 
PASSIVE COMPo & CIRCUITS: C.A.D. AND NETWORK THEORy ••••••••••• 
ACT1VE DEVICES AND CIRCUITS: OSCiLLATORS •••••••••••••••••••••• 
ACTIVE DEVICES AND CIRCUITS: AMPLIFIERS ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ACTIVE DEVICES AND CIRCUITS: DEVICES AND MISCELLANEOUS •••••••• 
MIXERS AND lOW-NOISE RECEPTION ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NEW MATERIALS FOR ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMPONENTS •••••••••••••••• 
MILLIMETER WAVE TECHNIQUES: FIN-LINE CIRCUITS ••••••••••••••••• 
MILLIMETER WAVE TECHNIQUES: SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES&CIRCUITS •••• 
MILLIMETER WAVE TECHNIQUES: RECEIVERS,WAVEGUIDES AND THEORY ••• 
SUBNANOSECOND DIGITAL TECHNIQUES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS :REFLr.CTOMETERS AND NETWORK ANALYZE~S ••• 
MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS :PERMITTIVITY AND NOISE ••••••••••••••••• 
MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS :HISC£LLANEOUS •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

18 
12 
IB 
13 
10 
13 

9 
24 
18 
17 
15 
16 
14 
19 

9 
4 

12 
13 
12 

1 
12 
12-
10 

Subject 
Number 

Subject description Number of 
papers 

Hereafter the program returns to the selection unit. 
The Control Number=2 program unit does not have the possibility to change 
information. It only displays gathered data • 

Reviewers marks and reviewers comments are entered in the next program unit, 
where Control Number=3 is typed. 
In the example on page 26 , 5 sets of reviewers marks and comments are entered 
to paper 350. 

During the execution of this program unit, any number of papers (within the 
specified limit :400) can be supplied with 4 sets of reviewers marks + comments. 
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CONT~OL NUHBER 1 
.....3 

·,INPUT PAPER NO.: 
-35'0 
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flARKS·-(O,H~P) + COHMENT:CYES-REV.NO.,NO=O) 
..... 7;,8,.:2 ,5'0 

,INPUT PAPER NO.t 
-35'0, . 

HA.RKS.(O,H,P) + CPHHENT:(YES=REV.NO.,NO=O) 
...... 5.'5'4,0. 

INPUT.PAPER NO.:.' 
..... ~5Q 

.MARKS ,(0, H, P) + COMHENT: (YES=-REV. NO. , NO='O) 
-0,'0,'0,1'00 

INPUT PAPER NO.: 
..... 35'0 

·'1ifA-ru\S .{'O.,~hP-> + COHHENTHYES,,;,REV.NO. ,NO=O) 
-l'O,lQ,ll,.O .. 

HARK·> 10 I!! 

1Nf'U.1 PAPER NO. : 
..... 3~9 

.. HARKS. tQ. .. ,M,.P) . + COHMENT: (YES::.:REV • NO. ,NO=O) 
-.1'0.,1.0 ,1'0,75 

.I:U£'UTPAPER NO.: 
..... ,.;3:5'0 

!$ARkS (O,H.,P) +·COMHENT:<.YES::REV.NO.,NO='O) 
- .7'~"·'·,G 

ARRA-Y FULL - INSERTED IN 4TH POSITION 
_" :~ .~:,. c; . ' 

~NPUI PAPER NO.t 
.-.. 1) 

REVIEWERS AVERAGES 
. ORIGINALITY 5 
. MERIT ···,6 
PRESENTATION 6 

The marks given in the 
first set are: 
7 for Originality, 
8 for Technical Meri t., 
g for Presentation, 
while the reviewer with 
number 50 has a comment. 

A number 11 was entered. 

The 5th set of marks 
overrules the 4th one. 

Return to the selection 
unit. 

Note: see page 14 . 
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Correctio:ns (to Control Number=3 program unit): 

No direct possibility to correct data is included in this program unit. 
Incorrect data can be changed by inserting line 2481 and line 2482 in the 
program unit. 
To clear information of a paper use 

2481 DO 999 1=2,18 
2482 .999 PAPER(paper number, 1)= 0 

are zero~d. Smaller numbers of elements 
boundaries of I. 

, where the elements 2 until 18 
can be cleared by changing the 

Changing :only the contents of-a single element of array PAPER is done by 
inserting the following statement on line 2481): 

2481 PAPER( paper number , element number )= new value. 

Besides rlhis, one always has the possibility not to store the entered data in 
I 

file EMCDAT. Then correct data could be entered during a new run of the program. 

CONtROL NUMBER 1 

CHECK ON DATA 

T,YPE- PAPER NO. 
-:;.:3.59, . 

PAPER SUBJ. 
NO. NO. 0 11 P 

350 12.1 7 
, TyPE". PAPER NO. 

9 9 50 

--

t I ~ » o· 
~ .,.,j I'Jl 

.,.,j ~ -..... til I-i 
til ~ <I) 
~ ~ ~ ~ .!"l ~ <I) 
bO .,.,j I'Jl .,.,j ,..0 

.,.,j I-i <I) ~ § I-i <I) I-i 
0 :E p... ~ ~ 

1st set 

I I 

The CHECK ON DATA program unit starts when the 
number 4 is typed as. the answer to CONTROL NUMBER? 
As: an example af a single paper check, 350 is 
given when· TYPE PAPER NO. appears (see also pg. 26). 

REVIEWERS MARKS 
o M P 0 H P o ., p COMMENT 

5 5 6 o o o o 100 7 9 7 o YES. 

II 

2nd s.et 3rd set 4th set 

./ 
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A block of successive papers is displayed if 

TYPE PAPER NO • 
.... -1_ 

CHECK£ROM PAPER •• UNTIL PAPER •• : ••• , ••• 
.... 200,210 

"-PAPER SUBJ. REVIEWERS MARKS 
NO. NO. 0 M P 0 .1 P 0 Ii 

200 i 5.1 2 2 4 28 4 4 7 0 3 5 
201 8.1 7 10 10 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 

.. 20.2 2.1- 6 6 5 0 7 5 5 0 5 6 
203 ·1.1 5 5 6 0 2 9 7 0 7 9 
204 12.3 6 10 8 0 5 5 0 115 7 8 

__ 205 6.3 - 3 3 5 0 4 5 5 0 7 6 
206 7.1 5· 4 4 - 41 5 6 7 0 4 5 
207 4.2 7 7 7 0 3 4 4 0 7 4 
2.08 1.1 6 4 4 o· 6 6 7 0 5 5 
209 i1O • 2 1 4 3 0 6 7 7 0 6 6 

-210· :10.2 3 4 6 0 5 8 I:, 0 0 6 

.-

P 0 M 

7 98 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
6 0 6 a 
5 GO' 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
5 110 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
3 18 0 0 

Hereafter the program jumps' to the selection unit automatically. 

P 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
6 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Continuing with CONTROL NUMBER =5, the brief version of the data output 
is: chosen. Suppose we want to have printed the papers that deal with 

subject 12.1 (that includes paper number 
350 from our example) we enter 12.1 when 

. 0 NUMBER? TYPE SUBJECT NO. is put. -.cON.tR L . -.. '''' 
ANA(YSIS O~ RESULTS Then the program gives: 

SUBJECT: 

COMMENT 

YES. 
• +.+ • 

• ••• 
• ••• 
YES. 
• ••• 
YES. 
YES. 
• •••• 
• ••• 
YES. 

12'.1 -- MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS :REFLECTOHETERS AND NETWORK ANALYZERS 

'. - -

PAr>.ER AVERAGE REVIEWERS HARKS (X) REVIEWERS COtU,tENTS 
NO. MARKS( %). 

255 76 80 68 80 · .-.. 
94 73 72 80 6S YES. 
36 71 62 67 84 · ... ' 

350 68 79 52 0 75 YE~. 

1.05 67 63 (,5 73 YES. 
130. 66 65 48 85 • •••• 
190 65 73' 67 57 • ••• 
10.1 65 62 62 73 YES. 
1,35. 64 70 51 73 • ••• 
143 61 57 65 62 • •••• 
.32 60 47 62 67 67 · .... 
106. 60 55 56 70 · ... : 
1,62 57 55 51 65 • ••• 



TYPE .. SUBJECT NO. 
-0 

CONTROL NUMBER", 
.... 6 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

TYPE SUBJECT NO. 
-12.1 

. SUBJECT' 

The program continues with a new command TYPE SUBJECT NO. 
This loop can be repeated as many times as desired, typing a subject number )0. 
An interrupt is made when a zero is entered (see example) and in the selection mode 
another program up.it may be chosen,!, e.g. the extensive output version of ANALYSIS 
OF RE,SULTS (Control Number = 6) • 

As can be seen, 4 sets qf,reviewers marks and a,column REVIEWERS COMMENTS are printed. 
The numbers of those reviewers that have (a) comment(s) to certain papers are given. 
The papers are Hsted in order of decreasing Total weighted average of all reviewers 
marks (2nd column). ' 
The numbers in the columns 4,5,6,8,9,10,12,13,14,16,]7 and 18 are marks out of ten, 
the reviewers gave to the papers. 
The columns 3,7,11 and 15 are the weighted average 9f the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th set 
of the reviewers marks. 

12.1 HICROLlAVE,HEASUREHENTS tREFLECTOHETERS AND NETWORK ANALYZERS 
. ,.' , , 

I?APER AVERAGE REVIEWERS HARKS REVIEWERS COMMENTS 
NO. HARKS(%)" (Z) , (%) <::0 (i::) 

255 76 80 8 8 8 68 7 7 /) 80 B 8 8 0 0 0 0 
96 13 72 7 7 8 SO 8 8 8 68 7 7 6 0 0 0 0 YES. 0 0 0 43 
36 71 62 5 7 6 67 7 I., 8 84 0 8 10 0 0 0 0 

350 69 79 7 8 9 52 5 5 6 0 0 0 0 75 7 B 7 YES. 50 0 100 0 
105 67 63 7 (.. 6 65 7 6 7 73 7 8 6 0 0 0 0 YES. 0 0 0 43 
130 66 65 6 7 6 48 3 5 7 85 0 9 8 0 0 0 0 
190 65 13 8 7 7 67 6 7 7 57 5 6 6 0 0 0 0 
101 65 62 5 7 6 62 6 6 7 73 8 7 7 0 0 0 0, YES. 0 0 59 43 
135 64 70 7 7 7 51 6 5 .. 73 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 1 i i i 
143 61 57 .. 7 5 65 ,6 7 6 62 6 6 7 0 0 0 0 corresponds to 
32 60 47 .. 5 5 62 6 6 7 67 I:. 7 7 67 [. 7 l' the Ist,2nd,3rd 

106 60 55 5 6 5 56 6 6 .. 70 7 7 7 0 0 0 0 or 4th set of 
162 57 55 & 5 6 51 6 5 

'" 
65 7 I:. 7 0 0 0 0 reviewers marks. 

I 
N 
\C 
I 
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This page shows the data of another subject. Remember that we entered paper no. 351 and subject no. 12.2 during 
the execution of Control Number = 1 (pg. 24). 
No reviewers marks are entered so far (pg. 26) as can be seen from th.e extensive output print of this subject. 
Besides, a note is printed before the. data is shown. 
This note will also ~p'pear with Control Number 5 when 12.2 is entered for the subject number (not shown). 

"TYPE SUBJECT NO • 
...... 12.2 

HO HARKS AVAILABLE WITH PAP~R NO.1351 

SUBJECT: 
12.2 HICROWAVE HEASUREHEHTS 'PERHITTIVITY AND NOISE •••••••••••••• 

PAPER AVERAGE REVIEWERS HARKS 
HO. HARKS(%) . (X) (X) (X) 
192 13 . 17 7 S 8 63 6 1. 5 80 8 
125 69 67 6 7 7 80 e 8 8 60 6 
216 . ...... 64 82 8 8 9 56 6 6 .. 56 .. 
213 59 28 4 2 3 77 7 8 8 72 7 
168 58 52 5 5 I> 56 6 6 4 67 6 
59 56 57. 5 6 6 54 .. 6 & 58 .. 

212 53 50 5 5 5 60 6 6 6 50 5 
211 49 12 4 0 0 65 7 6 7 70 7 
111 45 48 5 5 4 42 .. .. 5 45 .. 

6 44 25 .. 1 .. 57 5 6 6 52 5 
152 43 46 5 5 3 58 6 I:. 5 25 0 
285 35 49 .. 5 6 47 .. 5 5 10 0 
351 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

REVIEWERS COHHENTS 
(%) 

B 8 0 0 0 0 
6 6 0 0 0 0 
6 7 0 0 0 0 
7 8 0 0 0 0 
7 7 0 0 0 0 
6 8 0 0 0 0 
5 5 0 0 0 0 
7 7 0 0 0 0 
5 .. 0 0 0 0 
5 6 0 0 0 0 YES. 0 8:> 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 YES. 82 0 lB 
0 5 0 0 0 0 YES. 0 0 I:. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 
0 
0 

I 
W 
o 
I 
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The final step in the execution of the program EMCRESULTS is to decide 
whether the data collected so far has to be stored or not .. 
First the program must return to the selection unit by typing Subject No.=0 
(Control Number = 5 or 6). 
Then Control Number = 0 is entered. 
Both versions : updating of EMCDAT and no-updating of EMCDAT are shown 
simultaniously. 

UPDATING of EMGDAT NO-UPDATING of EMCDAT 

I .. CONTROL NUHBER l' CONTROL NUHBER l' ..... ()" .... 0 

.STORE- DATA IN FILE EKCDAT ., ... YES=l,NO=O 
...... 1 

STORE DATA IN FILE EKCDAT 1 YES=1,NO=O ..... 0 .. 

! 

DATA~FILE EHCDAT UPDATED 

IET=4'fS7.7 PT=4.3 10=28.2·. 
tNO WORK FILE 

IET=11146.9 PT=6.2 10=14.1 
tNO WORK FILE 

By printing the last two lines shown, the program EMCRESULTS is finished. 

LAYOUT DATA-~ILE EMCDAT. 

The structure of the data-file EMCDAT is' shown below, where only a portion of 
the file is listed. 
An explanation of the numbers invorved is given. 

24600.247. 42 78 7 8 5 0 8 8 6 .0 9 .9 8 0 0 0 0 .0 
.24700.248 72 .50 4 4 .. 0 6 6 6 49 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 O. 

_. __ ~l< ___ • 
"~"~-~----- -'--'.-. 

t , 
+ 
, , t , 

+ 
a) a) a) {I) 

{I) ..:d .u ..:d ..:d ..:d 
$.4 "O..-l..:d $.4 ~. 1-1 $.4 $.4 
\'1/' \'I/..-l 1-1 ~ \'1/ ~ 

qj qj 
$.4 :"Q .u qj 

~ ~. a a 
$.4 \'1/ ~ .c: 
\'1/ ,.c OO'H 'H 0 . 'H 'H 'H 

~ ~ ~ O.-! 0 {I) 0 (J 0 0 0 
\'1/ 

"" ~ .u ~ \'1/ \'1/ .u + .u .u .u 
~ (J.-.. oo~ \'1/ \'1/ \'1/ \'1/ 

$.4 \'I/O..-l qj \'1/ a)~ {I) {I) '.' {I) 

\'II \'1/ . ...., ........ qj $.4·M .. 
~ ~ "Q .u \'1/ :> .u::c "0 "0 .c: 

OM :s x 0 ~ \'II a) .. ~ 1-1 .u 
..-l p,. a)'-'H 1-1 -0 N C'I") -::t 
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CONeLUSION 

In this report a description is given of a computer program written in 
FORTRAN that was used to select papers for the 11th European Microwave 
Conference 
By changing e.g. the subject. descriptions, 'the program can be made 
useful to other meetings. 
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